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A Look at NDA From a Regulator’s Perspective 

• What’s good about NDA?
• Can be adapted to many measurement situations

• In-situ analysis of process equipment and piping
• In-field analysis of removed process equipment and piping
• Fixed-location measurement systems for containers
• Measures entire item – minimizes or eliminates sampling error

• Can be tailored to measurement needs
• Number of measurement locations and counting time customized based on uncertainty goals
• Methods generally customized to non-intrusively measure item without modification of the 

item or exposure of personnel to item contents
• Can range from very precise and accurate (e.g., calorimetry) to screening (e.g., scanning piping 

to determine if deposits are below a threshold based on NCS limits)
• Standardization exists for some techniques (ASTM, ANSI)
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A Look at NDA From a Regulator’s Perspective 

• What’s not so good about NDA?
• Uncertainties can be very large and difficult to determine

• Can be 100% uncertainty for in-situ measurement of very large items
• Typically use uncertainty budgets that make assumptions about measured items

• Measurements can be non-conservative
• Passive gamma-ray measurements can underestimate mass when lumps present

• Some techniques can detect lumps, some cannot
• Passive neutron measurement of uranium dependent on specific neutron activity which changes 

dramatically for different chemical and isotopic compositions
• Measurements can be overly conservative

• If make worst-case assumptions (lumps, chemical composition), can overestimate deposit size by 
considerable margin and add cost to projects

• Can be a bit of a black box
• Easy to point a detector at an item and record count rate, harder to estimate mass
• Methods often not standardized and are not well documented or described

• Oversight is based on ensuring compliance with requirements. NDA has very few documented 
requirements (DOE directives, CFR, etc.) making oversight difficult
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A Typical GDP Process Cell Presents  
a Difficult Measurement Environment
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NDA Has Had Some Quality Issues, 
Particularly in Measuring Holdup

• DNFSB finding 2007-1 on in-situ NDA
• Technical errors resulted in non-conservative estimation of fissile material mass in 

several applications across the DOE complex
• The technical errors were due to inadequate testing of the NDA methods in the 

development and implementation phases.  Assumptions associated with self shielding 
and/or fissile material configuration were not confirmed.

• Measurement uncertainty estimates poor resulting in large inaccuracies estimating the 
type and quantity of radioactive material

• Potential criticality concerns, unexpected radiation exposure to workers, 
underestimation of radioactive material available for release in accident scenarios

• Series of DOE Operational Readiness Review teams identified potential for 
significant errors in deployment of NDA characterization methods at the K-25 
D&D project
• Resulted in significant schedule delays and cost increases
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DOE Approach To Addressing
DNFSB 2007-1

• Assemble an NDA Technical Support Group
• Address issues leading to the problem

• Training and Qualification
• Equipment capabilities
• DOE directives
• Research and Development
• Quality Assurance
• DOE Oversight

• Portsmouth Paducah Project Office (PPPO) developed QSNDA in advance of 
DOE producing one or more NDA directives
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Quality Systems For 
Nondestructive Assay

• Developed by PPPO in 2011 for inclusion in D&D contracts
• No DOE NDA directives
• Inclusion in contract as safe harbor method ensures a basis for assessment of NDA 

programs
• Includes requirements for training and qualification, equipment capabilities, and QA

• Based on analytical laboratory practices
• Specific quality assurance requirements developed based on lessons learned on the K-

25 D&D project.
• Addresses issues identified within Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) 

Recommendation 2007-01.
• Addresses requirements of DOE Order 414.1D and NQA-1
• Provides safe harbor method for meeting 10 CFR 830 Subpart A requirements
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Quality Systems For 
Nondestructive Assay

• Key elements include:
• Development and use of traceable Working Reference Material (WRM) standards.
• Training and qualification of NDA personnel.
• Development of technical basis for Total Measurement Uncertainty estimates.
• DOE PPPO concurrence required for correction of issues that negatively affect data quality.
• DOE PPPO performance demonstration program (PDP) consisting of blind instrument tests
• Record retention requirements sufficient to reconstruct results by an independent reviewer.
• Development and use of matrix containers (surrogates).
• Application of basic quality assurance practices:

• Identification and correction of issues through an assessment process
• Approval process that controls the application of NDA methods and the release of data for customer 

use
• Validation of data prior to approval for use
• Oversight process that confirms compliance with the approved NDA program

• Strongly encourages use of national/international standards (ASTM, ANSI, etc.)
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NIST-Traceable Standards
Are Required

• National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable standards must be similar to fissile 
materials being quantified by NDA methods.

• Measurement methods & items to be measured were evaluated to determine what types and mass 
ranges of standards were needed.

• An example of a WRM standard is pictured below and consists of a 1 inch diameter aluminum tube filled 
with UO2F2.

• WRM Standards are developed using fissile material from the site or New Brunswick Laboratory standards, 
and manufactured by the analytical laboratory staff.

• WRM standards are used in conjunction with matrix containers within the PDP process.
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Surrogates For Calibration Confirmation
And Performance Demonstration Testing
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What Have We Learned
From 6 Years Of QSNDA?

• Requirements can be difficult to meet, but are achievable
• Traceable standards took time, money, but are now available
• Planning was required for surrogates
• New measurement methods now require more planning and PPPO buy-in on the 

approach
• PPPO concurs on measurement methods (when not already addressed in 

national/international standard), approves corrective action plans (CAPs) through 
closure for issues that affect data quality, and conducts PDP testing

• Measurement quality is much more defensible
• Reports contain sufficient information for an independent reviewer to reproduce the 

results
• Testing has revealed some weaknesses that have been addressed
• Methods and TMU are well defined and independently reviewed
• PPPO involvement has made the corrective action program more robust
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What Have We Learned
From 6 Years Of QSNDA?

• Challenges still exist
• CAPs are more comprehensive and take longer to close

• Project has come up with workarounds for some strata that do not use NDA
• Conservative decisions can result in positive bias

• Must consider normal and credible abnormal
• Example: HMS4 calculations set up to minimize possibility of negative bias, minimize possibility 

of underreporting TMU, so results for normal, homogeneously distributed deposits can be 
biased high with larger TMU than necessary

• Calibration and testing with traceable standards does not eliminate some measurement 
problems
• Example: Compressors and valves measured with passive neutron systems often show a 

deposit, while subsequent cleanout does not find the amount of material expected 
(sometimes no material is found even though reported value well above MDA)
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• QSNDA was implemented early within the D&D project and avoided the uncertainty in 
the project with respect to the validity of the data being generated

• The defensibility of the data has provided a high degree of confidence in the technical 
basis for downgrading the facility based on eliminating the risk of criticality

• The QSNDA was developed several years ahead of the plan within the implementation 
plan for DNFSB 2007-1 recommendation

• The early development of the first set of WRMs supported the project schedule
• The data generated under the QSNDA project has proven to be defensible
• The cost of future NDA measurements is anticipated to decrease due to the lessons 

learned and the development of innovative methods 
• The lessons learned from the K-25 project started with the development of the QSNDA 

and its incorporation into the D&D contract and continues through routine coordination 
between the sites

Challenges that have been successfully 
met to date at Portsmouth:
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Quality is One Grand NDA Challenge. 
What Are Some Others?

• Decommissioning and Decontamination (D&D) requires comprehensive 
characterization of facilities that were not designed for NDA measurements
• Large pieces of process equipment and piping placed close together
• Support structures do not allow easy access
• Heavy equipment with thick walls favor neutron measurements, but uranium 

compounds do not produce many neutrons and signal to background is poor

• Data quality objectives are considered essential, but the concept is poorly 
understood by the NDA community and documentation favors environmental 
studies (not well suited for NDA measurement campaigns)

• Likely other examples from NNSA (this presentation focuses on EM)
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Remember This Image?

• I remember this image from my first 
NDA class at Los Alamos more than 30 
years ago (Reference: LA-UR-90-732)

• At the time, I thought it was amusing
• After having made thousands of NDA 

measurements and provided oversight 
of over a million measurements, I now 
know that the illustrator was an 
optimist

• The detectors are about the same, 
analyzers are similar, but now we would 
wear more PPE (full Anti-C’s, gloves, 
hardhat, full-face respirator)
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Innovation Is Needed

• Gamma Imaging Systems
• Have been in existence for a long time
• Need development on coupling imaging with quantification
• Investigate utility for lump detection, distribution

• Different gamma detector materials now available, although NaI and HPGe 
continue to be go-to detector types
• Some room-temperature systems better resolution than NaI
• Improved gain stabilization methods
• Electronically cooled systems available instead of LN2

• Neutron-based holdup systems same as 30 years ago
• Innovations in fixed-location systems
• Holdup systems still plagued with background issues, large uncertainty
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Innovation Example

• Piping holdup measurements
• Sometimes best to think inside the box (or pipe)

• Pipe crawlers being developed (at least two independent projects)
• Place NaI detectors on robots that travel inside large diameter piping
• Include video and laser (e.g., lidar) imaging
• Can see if lumps are present
• No wall attenuation correction
• Constant distance from wall simplifies calibration
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Training is Another Grand Challenge

• Closure projects result in fewer long-term jobs that stay at a site 
for entire career
• Fewer experienced measurement personnel and analysts

• Vendor-supplied systems present training challenges
• Some excellent systems have been developed

• Typically provide measurement result out-of-box with little analyst input
• Result usually excellent if provided input matches measurement situation
• Can have large errors if personnel do not understand important measurement parameters

• Personnel operating vendor-supplied systems must be trained to understand them 
sufficiently to provide good results
• Increases importance of training and qualification, appropriate blind test programs
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SUMMARY: NDA Has Good Features 
And Some Significant Challenges

• Has had quality issues
• Being addressed by DOE
• QSNDA developed by PPPO to address
• Progress made, but still much work to be done

• Many good, standardized techniques for container measurements
• ASTM C-26.10 has developed standards for ten measurement methods, including one 

on gamma-ray holdup, and guides for an additional two methods related to holdup
• Many holdup situations and some container systems do not have associated standards

• New, innovative techniques are needed


